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I would remember this trip because of the following reasons: 

1) The camaraderie among the BEC69ians that is usual in any case, was unusually 

vibrant made possible by the stay among the nature and its beauty in some 

part of the Dooars that we visited and stayed in. 

 

2) The management and the hospitality by the Tour Operator – Dolphin Travels. 

They really took care of all the needs of the bunch of senior citizens that we 

are. Though limited by the  deteriorated health conditions, we moved 

everywhere as if we were bubbling youths. For this, I must give credit to 

Dolphin Travels. If any future BEC69 trip is organized by them, I and my wife 

will be the first to give our names. 

 

3) I will also remember the way the stay of Swapan (Chatterjee) and his wife 

Sujata’s was cut short after the first day, because of the demise of Swapan’s 

mother. Throughout the full first day and during the evening programme on 

the first day, Swapan and particularly Sujata were at their peak of joviality that 

they were transmitting to others. One can see this in some of the photographs 

taken on the first day and evening. One could see the gloom on their faces 

when the news of the demise came to them. Please allow me to say this: their 

gloom was naturally due to the sad feeling because of the demise, but also (I 

believe) accentuated by the realization that they would have to leave us. 

 

4) I will remember that Pradip’s wife (Gautami) and Gautam’s wife (Indira) were 

with us, and they participated in the fun that we were having. I must thank 

Jayanta and Kishore that they could persuade them to participate in the trip. In 



some of the photos, you will find their smiling faces, and in one Indira dancing. 

That, I think, is the essence of BEC69 group. On the second day morning, a 

seller of various memento items and ornaments came to the lounge of the 

Hotel (Murthy Lodge). There was a scramble among the wives to see the items 

and to decide which items they could buy. I saw Gautami sitting with a serene 

face. The reason was obvious. I went to her and pointedly told her that it was 

not necessary for her to remain like that. She had two daughters, and a lovely 

grand-daughter. Surely they would be happy if she (Gautami) bought 

something for them. To my happiness, Gautami rose and selected a few items 

to buy. Friends, in one photo you will find Gautami showing a necklace to 

Indira with a smiling face – a face that we were so acquainted with when 

Pradip was around.  

 

5) I will remember that Samiran and his wife Juthi came with us. Juthi had a major 

surgical operation very recently then, but still they came. True, we had Ruby 

with us who could have attended to Juthi if something bad was to happen. 

(And in fact, one day morning, I saw Ruby giving medical advice to Juthi). But 

still, I do not think without the spirit that they would be a part of a trip with the 

BEC69ians, they would have come with us. I appreciate them.  

 

6) I will remember the trip because of the way it allowed me to experience and 

enjoy the nature. Every morning of the four days that we stayed at the Murthy 

Lodge, I used to go out walking along the Murthy river bank, through the 

hamlet nearby and take photos. The air used to be chilly but invigorating. You 

know why I suddenly decided to write this report? A few days ago, while 

solving cryptic crossword puzzles in the Sunday Times, I came across the 

following clue: “Flier is taking thiamine (4). The solution is “Ibis”. “Is” taking 

“bi” (or B1 vitamin that is thiamine). And I remembered I took a photo of an 



Ibis bird perching on the top of a tall tree on the bank of the River. There were 

so many birds around. Only a few of the birds are included in the photo gallery. 

Friends! I will end here. See the photos. They will tell you many things. Foremost 

of all – the spirit of BEC69!! This report is not a travel guide. So, I have not 

discussed the events date-wise, and I have not identified the outdoor locations 

where the photos were taken. I only give the itinerary given by Dolphin Travels 

before the trip started. There were certain changes in actuality. I do not 

remember them. 

Itinerary 

05-02-2016 

Assemble at Kolkata Airport at 0900hrs to board the flight departing at 10-30hrs 

to arrive at Bagdogra. Transfer to Murthy Lodge by mini coaches 

06-02-2016 

Early morning Jeep safari to Gorumara forest. After lunch visit to 

Chalsa/Samsing/Suntenikhola etc, by Jeep. 

07-02-2016 

Morning free. After early lunch Jeep safari to Jaldapara forest. Evening return to 

Murthy 

08-02-2016 

After breakfast return excursion to Jhalong and Bindu via Jaldhaka by Jeep. 

Evening Gala Dinner with Tribal Dance 

09-02-2016 

After breakfast leave Murthy for Bagdogra, and then to arrive Kolkata at 1335hrs. 


